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The sky is the limit

Ready to make significant gains?



What isFutures trading?
Futures, or futures contracts, are an agreement to buy or sell an asset at a later date, for a fixed price. They are 

typically used by traders as a way to hedge other investments or to lock in profits when trading in volatile markets. 

HedgePrice Risk

Investors who are holding digital assets can mitigate the risk of a falling price by simultaneously taking a “short” 

future position on the asset in question. If the price falls, the “short” position will mitigate losses by providing 

additional revenue.



Speculate on Market Direction
Cryptocurrency futures trading brings with it the opportunity for real speculation to occur - traders can make 
their opinions felt in the market with futures positions. Think the price of Bitcoin is going to the moon? Get 
extra-long on futures and multiply your returns. Think LTC is going to die? Put your money where your mouth 
is and get short on Litecoin Futures!

StabilizePrice Fluctuations
With speculation comes stability as long-term views of the markets play a more significant role.



with Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple, Litecoin, Ethereum
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Key Benefits & Risks

✓ Knowing your risks Futures are risky and potentially you can lose your money. Therefore you should only risk 
what you can afford to lose. The key to success is getting more trades right than wrong. 

✓ Hedging Investors have a tool against drastic price movements and can find a fair price for their digital assets.

✓ Regulation Trading futures on the kraken exchange are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, one of the 
world’s most forward-looking and innovation-focused regulators. This affords CBC Finance additional 
confidence whilst endeavoring to maximize your return utilizing the power of leverage.

✓ Transparency CBC Finance will provide a log to all clients for every transaction within the specified contract 
period of 45 days




